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Wow! What an incredible first 
week! Balderdash, giant connect 
4, ___ the counselor, Eeshay vs 
Shoresh , and of course the Jack-
als. But it’s not just the schedule 
and activities that make it incred-
ible, it is the way by which you 
the Eeshay Campers approach the 
games and the competition. Yes 
of course we are here to have a 
blast, and we do, But it’s always 
with  keeping our fellow campers 
in mind whether on our team or 
the other. And in truth when we 
act like the beautiful Bnei Torah 
that we are , we end up having 
the most enjoyable time. In this 
weeks Parsha we have the Mitz-
vah of loving Hashem. The Sifri 
writes that  when we love Hashem 
we will want others to be close to 
him as well - and causing oth-
ers to love Hashem is part of the 
Mitzvah itself. When we represent 
the Torah properly and act with 
great consideration and kindness 
to others that will cause others to 
love the ways of the Torah. Keep 
up the great work guys looking 
forward to another incredible week 
ahead… did anybody mention Joey 
Newcomb :-)
Have a great Shabbos,
Rabbi Kramer  
Shimmy
Ezra
Yosef

I took a survey of 30 Campers (and 
Head Staff) and here’s what Eeshay 
thinks: 

Ez: “If Ezra were an animal, 
which animal would he be?” 

Survey sEz: 
“Bear”(including the teddy 
variety): 8
“Koala”: 5 
“Kangaroo”: 4
“Dog”: 4
“Lioness”: 2

Ez: “How many three point-
ers did Yosef “MVP” Sandler 
hit against Shoresh Pas-
saic?”

Survey sEz: 
“Ten”: 16 
“Fourteen”: 4
“I Cant Count That High”: 3
“Seven”: 2
“More Than Rabbi Schon-
feld”: 1

Ez: “If you could torture 
the counselor for one hour 
straight, which form would 
you use?”
Survey sEz:
“The Listerine”: 9 
“Pepsi Firing Squad” (and go 
for the eyes): 6 
“Capture The Counselor and 
Just Leave”: 
“Fill The Bottle With Ice 
Water”: 5
“Nothing, I’m Too Nice”: 1
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Sparks
Of

Survey sEZ Dear Campers. . .

R Alpert- Yedidya Cohen, AC Guelfguat

R Fiddle - Efrayim Smith, Chaim Berenholz

R Block- Tzvi Schiowitz, Yehoshua Cohen

R Shulman-  Gavriel Glass, EMWerblowsky

Talmidei HaShavua



E-LeagueE-League

This Week In Camp

League Standings

second half... new campers... Pollack block... gets the three on the other end... Snitow ties it up from the logo in OT... Y 
Cohen 4 straight threes... 6 total... Snitow shovel pass to Glassberg for 50 yard TD... S Stein one handed catch... doesn’t 
even close hand... follows it up with a pick #onemanwreckingcrew... Glassberg 100 yard pick six... Schechter to Muehlgay 
connection... Schechter calls timeout mid play to end half... Solomon hits for the cycle... G Sashitzky full field TD pass... fol-
lows it up with full field pick six... Snitow bomb to Glassberg... RIP Richie the Rabbit... Karfunkel long 3 beats the buzzer... M 
Abramoff pick six to end half... A Schmidt 4 goals... Shimmy and R Kramer sub in baseball... Shimmy gets the diving catch... 
M Ament double hat trick... Kaniel HR... N Lazar hits 5 threes and drops 36... A Pieprz strikes out the side... G Sashitzky 
torches defense on kick return and gets the TD... Pollack on fire in basketball... Hits 4 threes... torture the counselor... mouth-
wash... capture the counselor... can’t find Soled Lazar and Damski... pepsi guns... torture Novack... frozen t shirts... sushi... 
bunk yud gimel takes the crown... Ismaili mosses two people... M Abramoff cross body TD to traiger... Tendler toe tap pick... 
M Abramoff hustles to the line to get the TD... Sashitzky plays in crocs... S Lazar to N Lazar TD... Novack calls a timeout to 
appreciate the bakery smell... A Feit 3 TD... Micha snaps ball to offense when he’s on defense... Lazar slick play at short... 4-3 
smooth double play turned by R Pieprz... Glassberg through Lazars leg in basketball... Negnewitzky TD in traffic... Glass-
berg fadeaway... Werblowsky mosses Gabe... Mehl lobs to Stein as he blows past the D for TD... A Pieprz complete game 
shutout... staff basketball... Muehlgay sliding TD... handy dandy Kaniel... Ament hat trick... Snitow 6 steals... Tendler leaping 
catch... M Abramoff drops glove and fields ground ball... Glassberg saves the game and robs Lazar... M Abramoff leaping 
grab... A Traiger for being a legend... Strum enters with injury hits deep 3... Jackals game... Justin Wylie... Snitow catches 
hime run ball... Y Gross the ballhawk... until next week... 

Overheard In Eeshay:
“are we actually going to torture the coun-

selors?“
 Older Division Older Division
Lizards 5-2Lizards 5-2
Rams 4-3Rams 4-3

Rockets 4-3Rockets 4-3
Trucks 2-5Trucks 2-5

WBCWBC

It doesn’t rain in Eeshay. A saying that rings through the halls of Eeshay. It permeates the walls of Eeshay, even the wall of 
fame. Who’s that in the picture? Was he sports staff here or something? #we’llseeyouMonday 
It doesn’t rain in Eeshay. A saying as old as my Eeshay career #ROY, an explanation of Athenia, and an excuse for the fathers 
to forfeit, we use this line many a time and take this saying for granted. I would like to challenge this notion that it doesn’t 
rain in Eeshay. Wednesday night, there must have been a severe thunderstorm, because it was raining in Eeshay, the likes of 
which I’ve never seen. Only it wasn’t raining rain. It was raining something far more electrifying. It was raining 3’s. #MVP #Ee-
shayforthewin #EeshayChop 52 of our 59 points we’re scored by some of our greatest shooters in camp history, Rabb- oh, 
actually MVP Yosef and Commish Yosef #seeyouMonday. The new dynamic duo. There’s got to be a nickname here. YoYo? 
Sandski? Splash br- aw, that’s taken. We’ll work on it. #SurveySez Speaking of Yosef Sandler, he was the most tortured! Ooh, 
that came out wrong. Yosef’s bunk won torture the counselor! To be honest,  the most tortured counselor was Aryeh No-
vack. Wait, is he even a counselor? Aryeh’s a counselor like Shimmy, Yosef, and I are Rabbis- kinda-sorta-ish-not. #Fearthe-
Beards The game ending drives this week were insane. Back-to-back-to-back days, football games were won on the final 
play. #theextension #EeshayRecords These games were tighter than the staff’s hiding spots. C’mon Ez, really?! What made 
you  think you could squeeze into a playground tunnel made for munchkins?! #stealthmode Commish Damski’s 18 point 
debut, Glasser’s Ump Gear, Edwin Diaz walkup, Catan for dayyyz #G.Wiso, What’s a Jackal?, Smiley Wylie, Eeshay Bleacher 
Creatures #rollcall, and alot of ball, we are rocking... #onemanwreckingcrew #EeshayHYPE  
Always on fire,  
Ez

Teams W L
Galaxy 3 1
Sparks 3 1
Liberty 2 2
Storm 0 4

From The Desk Of Ez the Prez

Teams W L
Japan 4 0

Domincian Repub. 2 2
Israel 2 2
USA 0 4

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Whips 5-2Whips 5-2

Cement 4-3Cement 4-3
Icemen 4-3Icemen 4-3

Kings 1-6Kings 1-6


